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More about Stained Glass

COOKING

In the 60’s it became fashionable to cover
stained glass windows with Lexan. A plastic
covering that would protect your SGW from
vandalism. Unfortunately, almost all were
installed with no ventilation areas in the plastic The temperature between the window
and lexan can get to 165 degrees which causes
lead to soften, paint to fade and glass to
warp. This has happened on a number of our
smaller windows. Repairing/restoring those
windows is an entirely different project, but I
thought it important you understand what
“cooking” meant
Workers carefully remove a panel from the
top of the window

STAINED GLASS

Stained glass is glass that has been kiln
fired. The “paint” is actually mixes of
certain chemicals that when heated produce certain colors. This is different from
“art glass,” Art glass is not kiln fired,
and as a result does not have the richness
of color that kiln fired glass has.

PAINTING FACES

You will not see faces often in stained glass.
This is because to do one face you first have
to trace our the face, then kiln fire it.
Next day add a color, then kiln fire, and so
on. It takes about two weeks to make one
face in stained glass.
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More about Stained Glass
On the left two workmen work
on removing old caulking from the
outside of the window.
On the right it took 3 men to
get this large panel down. You
can only see the hands of the
man in the middle

Below—The new outer glass
covering has a beautiful
reflective quality.

Above—After a couple of
days all 13 panels were
removed.

On the left—Often it

would take four work-

men to remove a panel. Two on the inside

and two on the outside

Above L—R. Bartholomew,
James the Minor, Andrew

Above L—R. Judas, Peter,
John

Da Vinci painted The Last
Supper on the wall of the
refectory (dining hall) of
Santa Maria delle Grazie in
Milan, Italy from 14951498. It is 180” x 350.”
Below L—R. Thomas,

James the Major, Phillip

Below L—R. Matthew,
Thaddeus, Simon
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Prayer Concerns and Praises

Building Manager Update
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